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Interested in …?
Outdoor sculpture

Tower Bridge Piazza: Waterfall 2
Brewery Square: Torso 2
Head of Invention 7
Exotic Cargo 8
Jacob the Circle Dray Horse 20

Indoor art and design
Design Museum 6
Anise Gallery 16

19 th century industrial buildings

Courage & Co Ltd, Anchor Brewhouse 1
Butler’s Wharf Complex 4
Wheat Wharf 5
Anise & Coriander Buildings 16
Butler’s and Colonial Wharf 17
St George’s Wharf 18
Flag Store 21

Early 20 th century public buildings
Shad Thames Pumping Station 11
Magistrates Court and Police Station 23

1980s/90s architecture

Tower Bridge Piazza and Brewery Square 2
Design Museum 6
St Saviour’s Dock footbridge 9
Clove Building 10
Conran 14
Saffron Wharf 15
The Circle 19

The unexpected

Maggie Blake’s Cause 3
The Circle 19
The Pyramid 22

Places are shown below as a circular trail, beginning on Shad Thames just east of
Tower Bridge. But it’s easy to visit them in any order – street addresses are given
and the map shows their location.

1

Courage & Co Ltd, Anchor Brewhouse
50 Shad Thames

In 1787 John Courage founded his brewery which subsequently developed into a
huge estate, including stables for the dray horses who delivered the beer (where the
Circle development on Queen Elizabeth Street currently stands). There had been a
long tradition of brewing in Southwark, with a mention in Chaucer and a reference in
Shakespeare to brewing in Horselydown (the ancient name of the area). Anchor Brewery
was well known for its capacity and produced large quantities of strong beer (known as
porter). The brewery closed in 1982.
The current building on Shad Thames reflects the different components of the brewing
industry. The middle section, now called Malt Mill, was the malt store (formerly almost
blind, with no windows). The gabled Boilerhouse on the eastern end is in a different style
and originally included steam boilers. The original part of the building dates from 1871,
largely rebuilt in 1894-5 (around the same time as the opening of Tower Bridge). In
1985-9, Anchor Brewhouse was reconstructed, restored and refurbished as offices,
shops and flats. You can still see signage for Anchor Brewhouse and Courage & Co Ltd
at the very top of the buildings.

2

Tower Bridge Piazza (previously Horselydown
Square) and Brewery Square
Entry via Shad Thames opposite Anchor Brewhouse

This late 20 th century development on the Anchor Brewery site was built by Wickham
Associates (now Wickham van Eyck). Described by the architects as a high-density
mixed-use urban complex, it was constructed in 1983-90. It was well received by
architectural critics, described as “designed with zest”; in an architectural language
which had “charm and character without (thankfully) any trace of pastiche”; and with
“exuberant use of colour”. As at 2016 plans for refurbishment are under discussion.

What’s in a name?
Much of the Shad Thames area once formed part of Horselydown, also
known in its 12th century version as horseidune. This was a large open space
at the eastern end of the ancient town of Southwark; its name means ‘hill
by the horse marsh’. Most historical experts seem to agree on this, but other
explanations continue to circulate. The most popular is that Horselydown
derives from ‘horse lie down’, referring to working horses resting here in the
16 th century. This explanation even appears on the base of Jacob the dray
horse statue on Queen Elizabeth Street, installed in 1987 – a nice story but,
sadly, it’s not true!

The development contrasts sharply with the neighbouring warehouses, but the site
respects previous patterns of use, with entries into both squares reflecting original
pedestrian routes to the river. The new structures include residential buildings, offices and
shops, built in modern forms and colours, with yellow stock brick, terracotta detail, and
blue balconies and window frames. The main entrance to Tower Bridge Piazza off Shad
Thames is through a diagonal passage flanked by two round neo-Constructivist towers.
Not everything in this development is new. Eagle Wharf on the east side of Tower Bridge
Piazza is an old warehouse; Brewery Square incorporates a 19 th century building in the
southwest corner; and the Cooperage is a neo-Georgian interwar structure.
Each square has a sculpture commissioned by the architects for the space. Waterfall
(1991) in Tower Bridge Piazza is a bronze fountain with a Renaissance-cistern shape and
nymphs by Anthony Donaldson. Torso (1991) in Brewery Square is also by Donaldson.

3

Maggie Blake’s Cause

Shad Thames (between Anchor Brewhouse Boilerhouse and Butler’s Wharf West)
This small passage from Shad Thames to the river is named after a local community activist.
Maggie Blake fought a successful campaign against the developers’ plan to restrict public
access to the riverside in a section in front of Butler’s Wharf. Thanks to Maggie Blake, this
riverside stretch, with offices at ground level, remains publicly accessible.

4

Butler’s Wharf Complex
Shad Thames

There are records showing that a grain trader named Mr Butler rented warehouses from
the Thomas family in 1794. The existing Butler’s Wharf was originally built in 1871-3, with
some rebuilding taking place in the 1880s and 1890s. It was the largest and most densely
packed group of Victorian warehouses in London, its sheer size of 25 acres unusual even
at the time. The buildings were constructed in yellow London stock brick, with window
heads in paler brick and cast-iron window frames. Internally they had timber floors and
cast-iron columns.
Both Butler’s Wharf Building and Butler’s Wharf West are Grade II listed buildings
meaning they are of architectural or historic special interest, warranting every effort
to preserve them.
As Butler’s Wharf was a public wharf, it did not own the goods it stored. Instead, it
provided services to link importers of goods with buyers and distributors. Butler’s Wharf
specialised in tea, reputedly having the largest tea warehouse in the world. It also stored
grain, rubber, sugar, cloves, cinnamon and tapioca.
When the complex closed in 1971, the vacant warehouses were rented out for individual
storage and light industrial use. Some of the spaces on the riverfront were also colonised
by artists on short-term leases and for nearly a decade a mixed community of some 150
artists (reportedly including David Hockney, Andrew Logan and Derek Jarman) worked
there. Towards the end of the 1970s there was increasing interest in regenerating the
area and a fire in 1979 highlighted the dangerous living conditions. As a result, in January
1980 all residents were evicted and in 1981 Sir Terence Conran bid for a mixed use
redevelopment. He subsequently renovated and developed six buildings, with Conran
& Partners acting as the master planners for regeneration of the Butler’s Wharf estate
between 1985 and 1997.

5

Wheat Wharf
27 Shad Thames

Originally known as Coles Upper Wharf, this was the largest granary in Bermondsey in the
mid-19 th century. An early warehouse survivor, it is Grade II listed with some structures
from early/mid-19 th century and frontages from 1903-4. The conversion was by Bankside
Group Limited with architects Dransfield Owens da Silva.

6

Design Museum
28 Shad Thames

The predecessor to the Design Museum was the Boilerhouse Space at the Victoria and
Albert Museum. Opened in 1981, this was independently run by the Conran Foundation to
show industrial design. The plan was to stay there for about five years, then move to Milton
Keynes. In fact, the Boilerhouse Space lasted longer at the V&A, and in 1987 it became
their 20th century exhibition gallery. In 1989 the Conran Foundation plan was realised by the
opening of the Design Museum in London, with Stephen Bayley as its first director.
The Design Museum was the first museum in the world devoted to the design of
mass-produced objects. It opened in a banana ripening warehouse from the mid-20 th
century, converted by architects Conran Roche as part of the redevelopment of Butler’s
Wharf. The style of the building was described as “white geometry” referencing the ideas
of Le Corbusier, an influential 20 th century pioneer of modern architecture.
In 2016 the Design Museum moves to a new home in the former Commonwealth Institute,
a Grade II listed building in Kensington, where it will have three times as much space. The
Museum will continue to focus on fashion, product and graphic design, and architecture.
The current Design Museum site at Butler’s Wharf has been acquired by Zaha
Hadid Architects.

7

Head of Invention (bronze sculpture)
Riverside, opposite entrance to Design Museum building

The bronze sculpture located close to the entrance to the Design Museum building is by
Sir Eduardo Paolozzi (1924-2005). Inspired by James Watt, Isaac Newton and Leonardo
da Vinci, Head of Invention is made up of machine-like parts creating a bronze head,
interspersed with quotes including the words of Leonardo da Vinci. It was created in
1989 for the opening of the Design Museum and is moving with them to their new
home in Kensington.

What’s in a name?
Shad Thames is a tricky name to pin down. One idea is that it comes from a
corruption of St John at Thames, referring back to the medieval ownership
of the land. Names have often been corrupted over time by shortening but
in the case of St John at Thames, experts are not convinced that ‘St John at’
could become ‘Shad’. A better explanation, though not yet proved, is that the
name refers to shad fish. Shad fish did exist in the Thames and fish were used
to name other streets; for example, the riverside street to the west of Shad
Thames was Pickle Herring Street. In any event, there’s no dispute about the
name itself: Shad Thames appears as early as Rocque’s map of 1746.

8

Exotic Cargo (granite sculpture)
Riverside, at the western corner of St Saviour’s Dock

This pink granite boulder by Peter Randall-Page was commissioned in 1995-6 by London
Docklands Development Corporation (LDDC) and the D&D Butler’s Wharf restaurants
(then still Conran Restaurants). The sculpture is a rough lump of granite, split open
like a fruit.

9

St Saviour’s Dock footbridge
Riverside, eastern end of Butler’s Wharf

This asymmetric cable-stayed bridge spans the entrance to the St Saviour’s Dock basin.
Designed by Nicholas Lacey & Partners with Whitby Bird, it was built in 1995-6 primarily
out of stainless steel though with a timber deck. Although covering a small space (about
30 metres long in total), it is a complex structure with cables arranged harp-like on either
side, and a mechanism which originally allowed the bridge to swing open.

10

Clove Building

4 Maguire Street, just off Shad Thames
This is a conversion of a 1940s warehouse in a crisp, modernist style with white façade
and metallic grey steel windows. It also has a frontage opposite 24 Shad Thames. The
architects were Allies and Morrison (1990).

11

Shad Thames Pumping Station
West side of Maguire Street, opposite Clove Building

This is an interesting example of the historical layering of sites. The site was originally
part of an extensive drainage system going back to Tudor times. Its successor is the
London County Council Shad Thames Pumping Station, built 1906-8 for storm drainage.
It was originally driven by gas engines and staff were housed at 25 Shad Thames.
The exterior of the building is in glazed red brick and terracotta; the interior is white
glazed brick.
The next historical layer will be coming soon with changes planned as part of the
Thames Tideway Tunnel (“super sewer”) project.

12

Tea Trade Wharf
26 Shad Thames

Previously Butler’s Wharf Building 15, the original building was described as a plain,
but well-built 1922 warehouse. It was converted into flats in 2003.

13

Cinnamon Wharf
24 Shad Thames

A mid-20 th century warehouse, this was one of the earliest conversions by Conran Roche
within the Butler’s Wharf estate (1987).

14

Conran

22 Shad Thames
This new building replaced a 19 th century granary and was commissioned by the
industrial designer David Mellor as a showroom and headquarters. The structure is
a simple box, glazed at the front and back, with exposed concrete and lead-wrapped
side panels. It was built by Hopkins Architects (1990-1) and now houses Conran Shop
and Conran & Partners offices. It also includes a flat at the top of the building.

15

Saffron Wharf
20 Shad Thames

This is another new building developed by Conran Roche at the same time as the Conran/
David Mellor building next door at 22 Shad Thames. It was built entirely as offices but in
1997 was converted to flats, with office/shop space remaining at ground floor level. The
construction includes white stove-enamelled steel panels.

16

Anise & Coriander Buildings and Anise Gallery
13a Shad Thames

Anise Building and Coriander Court were Victoria spice warehouses. In 2000 both
buildings were converted to residential flats with some office space created at
ground level. Many original features were retained in the conversion, including
beams and brickwork.
In 2011 Anise Gallery set up in shared space with architectural illustrators AVR London.
The Gallery promotes art and architecture as a joint discipline, showing work which
captures architecture through a variety of artistic forms. Their exhibitions are open
to the public.

Fancy a pint?
John Courage set up Anchor Brewery on Shad Thames in 1787 and
the brewery continued operating until 1981. The site covered four acres,
including the riverside on Shad Thames and the current Tower Bridge Piazza.
The existing buildings of Anchor Brewhouse date from the last quarter of the
19 th century. The Anchor Tap on Horselydown Lane is on the site of Courage’s
original 18th century pub, although the current pub is from the 19 th century. A
“tap” was the nearest outlet to a brewery where their beer was available on
draught to the public.
Dray horses, who delivered beer from Anchor Brewery, were stabled in what
is now The Circle development on Queen Elizabeth Street. To celebrate the
launch of the development in 1987, Shirley Pace was commissioned to make
a large bronze sculpture of Jacob the dray horse and he is still there today.
The last working dray horses left the area in 1959. After a gap of over 35
years, Shad Thames welcomed two dray horses back as part of the STAMP
Totally Thames 2015 event.

17

Butler’s and Colonial Wharf
10/11 Shad Thames

Butler’s Grinders and Operators was Grade II listed in 1994. Built in the mid-19 th century, it
was possibly used originally for rice and oil milling and it was the last working mill of the
area, closing in 1995. This part of Shad Thames included a large number of mills linking
with St Saviour’s Dock (which abuts the east side of the street). Still in place is the
early/mid-19 th century footbridge connecting to St Andrew’s Wharf at 12 Shad Thames.

18

St George’s Wharf
6 Shad Thames

This flourmill, from around 1870, has a distinctive exterior, with toothed cornice and
bands of blue brick linking small cast-iron windows.

19

The Circle

Eastern end of Queen Elizabeth Street
The Circle is the work of CZWG, built in 1987-9 and described in 1997 as “one of the most
extravagant pieces of architectural whimsy in London”. It is made up of four big quadrant
blocks with four courtyard gardens at the back, comprising over 300 apartments, office
suites, a gym and swimming pool, shops and cafés. The structure is unusual, with inner
curves faced with ultramarine blue-glazed bricks, creating two semi-circular forecourts
on the scale of a gasometer and spanning both sides of the road. The shape of these
blue-glazed buildings suggests owl-like ears.
Further “whimsical” features include metal balconies carried on pine “logs”, perhaps
referencing a ship’s mast. The metal windows are finished in light gold with diagonal
glazing bars, and the non-glazed façades are yellow brick (echoing the neighbouring
buildings in London stock brick), with undulating parapets.
CZWG was formed in 1978 by four architects – Nicholas Campbell, Roger Zogolovitch, Rex
Wilkinson and Piers Gough – who had studied together at the Architectural Association
in London. Other notable buildings by the practice in Southwark and Canary Wharf
include China Wharf (1988); Cascades, Isle of Dogs (1988); Bankside Lofts (1999); and
Canada Water Library (2011).

20

Jacob the Circle Dray Horse
Eastern end of Queen Elizabeth Street

This bronze sculpture by Shirley Pace was commissioned to celebrate the redevelopment
of the area. It is on the site where brewery dray horses were stabled from the early 19 th
century, to deliver beer from Courage’s Anchor Brewery on Shad Thames. The name Jacob
probably comes from the name of the nearby Victorian slum Jacobs Island (where Bill
Sykes met his end in Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist). The sculptor said she sought “to portray
the dignified tolerance and the power of these horses plus the hint of resignation to men’s
direction and the vagaries of a cold wet windy winter.”
A plaque on the plinth of the sculpture explains that it “was commissioned... as the
centrepiece of the Circle to commemorate the history of the site. He was flown over
London by helicopter into Queen Elizabeth Street to launch the Circle in 1987.” The plaque
incorrectly claims that the name of the area, Horselydown, derives from ‘horse-lie-down’,
referring to working horses resting. According to historians, however, the name (also
known in its 12th century version as horseidune) means ‘hill by the horse marsh’.

21

Flag Store

23/25/31 Queen Elizabeth Street
The Flag Store was built in 1899 by Benjamin Edgington, flag and tent manufacturers.
It was converted into offices and flats by Dransfield Owens Design in 1991-3. Dransfield
Owens also converted Canvas House, originally two warehouses (one from the 1840s; the
other from 1890) where tents were stored.
There seem to have been several Edgingtons recorded as tent makers. Benjamin
Edgington advertised in the Alpine Journal of 1960 claiming they were “established
before 1795” and describing themselves as “By appointment to Her Majesty the
Queen; Tent and Flag Makers”.

22

The Pyramid

Within the courtyard of Flag Store, Queen Elizabeth Street
In the courtyard surrounded by the 19 th century warehouses they converted, Dransfield
Owens Design created an office for their architectural practice which could be shared
with other compatible businesses. The Pyramid (2006) is clad in diamonds of stainless
steel and glass on a steel and concrete frame. The building looks deceptively small
from the outside but is large enough to house a number of companies. Because of its
distinctive features, it is regularly used for filming and photo shoots.

Take a walk on the wet side
Shad Thames has had three sets of river stairs: Horselydown Old Stairs,
George Stairs and Horselydown New Stairs. These were used by Thames
watermen, who transported passengers in their skiffs.
Horselydown Old Stairs can still be reached from Shad Thames, just east of
Tower Bridge, via steps and a hard causeway to reach the water at low tide.

23

Magistrates Court and Police Station
Tooley Street and Boss Street

The Magistrates Court and Police Station on Tooley Street were built in 1906 by John
Dixon Butler, Architect and Surveyor to the Metropolitan Police who worked on over 200
public buildings. In 1998 parts of the structures were Grade II listed.
After the Court and Station closed in summer 2013, the large site (about 1 acre) was
bought by Dominvs Group. Dominvs are converting the buildings into a hotel, aiming to
open in 2017-18. The new complex will offer facilities, including a gym and a restaurant,
which will be open to the public.

24

Horselydown Mansions
Lafone Street

These buildings from about 1900 comprise one of the few groups of tenements that have
survived amongst the warehouses. They were extensively altered in 1997 when they were
converted into private flats.

25

LSE Halls of Residence
11 Gainsford Street

These Halls of Residence were built for the LSE (The London School of Economics
and Political Science) in 1990 by Conran Roche, who were responsible for many other
buildings in the area. The pale yellow brick echoes the London stock brick of the
neighbouring warehouses, and the balconies were “nautically inspired” reflecting
the location.

26

Anchor Tap

28 Horselydown Lane
This is the site of John Courage’s first pub, bought at the end of the 18th century. The current
building is 19 th century and has retained its nooks and crannies and a curved corner.
A brewery “tap” was the nearest outlet where beer was available on draught to the
public. It was effectively an advertisement for the brewery and because of its proximity
to the brewery itself, the beer was invariably in excellent condition.

Tales of Shad Thames Past
Wharves, warehouses and what they were for
Southwark’s riverfront had long been a busy part of the Port of London. There were
structures along the river here by mid-16 th century, although the only buildings that now
remain in Shad Thames are mid-19 th century and later. Tower Bridge opened in 1894.
During the 19th and 20th centuries the Shad Thames area was home to some very successful
businesses handling cargo, warehousing and milling. Butler’s Wharf became the densest
warehousing in London. As business boomed, the south side of Shad Thames became an
overflow for more warehousing and associated buildings, creating the distinctive “canyon”
between the buildings on either side. The metal bridges at various heights across the two
sides of the street are another distinctive feature; these facilitated the transfer of goods
between buildings.
The most common structure in the heyday of the Port of London was the wharf warehouse.
Around Shad Thames it was usually a riverside structure of several storeys, with many
windows of the same size and with segmented heads. Vertical tiers of doorways, known as
loopholes, had double-doors which opened outwards, and beneath them there was a flap
attached by chains to the wall. High above each tier of loopholes would be a wall-mounted
crane and some of these can still be seen on the converted buildings.
A wharf might be just a warehouse for the storage of goods, but it could also be a mill,
with a steam engine indicated by a tall chimney, or a place where goods were sorted,
graded and blended.

The rise and fall and rise again of the Shad Thames Docks
The docks had a huge influence on the physical and social structure of the Shad Thames
area in the 18th and 19 th centuries. It’s estimated that some three-quarters of London’s
imported food provisions were stored in this riverside area, which was a maze of narrow
streets packed with rows of workers’ houses alongside larger and grander houses for
merchants and dock officials.
The success of the docks continued through the 20 th century with a period of intense
use during the Second World War. From the 1960s, however, the Pool of London (which
extended from London Bridge to Cherry Garden Pier) lost its competitiveness. With
containerisation, goods were transported in vast boxes from ships to trucks, and the
19 th century docks could not cope with the large vessels. In addition, the closed-in
and narrow streets could not handle the increased road transport needed.
By 1972 the area was in decline, and the wharf and warehouse complexes were closed.
Some buildings were let out for individual storage and light industrial use, and a diverse
community of artists also took up spaces on short-term leases. By the late 1970s
there was increasing interest in regenerating the area and Sir Terence Conran became
involved. In 1981 the London Docklands Development Corporation (LDDC) was formed
and undertook site clearance and archaeological work in partnership with Southwark
Council and private developers. Conran & Partners acted as master planners of the
Butler’s Wharf estate (a significant portion of the area) between 1985 and 1997.

Want to explore more?
If you enjoyed the Shad Thames Trail, you
may also be interested in three Trail Guides
covering neighbouring areas: Bermondsey
Street Trail Guide, London Bridge West Guide
and London Bridge East Guide. You can
download these at bermondseyvillage.org.uk

Special thanks to Southwark historian Stephen Humphrey
for the historical background, Robert Wilkinson for the
photographs, Janet Morris for the text, Hudson Fuggle
for the design and Shad Thames Residents’ Association
(STRA) for funding.
If you have any comments, please let us know at
culture@loveshadthames.org
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